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All Meanings of Clean 8s 

A 

ABLATING AABGILNT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLUTION ABILNOTU washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n -s] 

ABSTERGE ABEEGRST to cleanse by wiping [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ALLEGORY AEGLLORY story presenting moral principle [n -RIES] 

APOLOGAL AAGLLOOP pertaining to apologue (allegory (story presenting moral principle)) [adj] 

APOLOGUE AEGLOOPU allegory (story presenting moral principle) [n -S] 

ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

B 

BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BATHINGS ABGHINST BATHING, act of one that bathes [n] 

BATHROOM ABHMOORT room in which to bathe [n -S] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 

BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

BLANKING ABGIKLNN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLEEPING BEEGILNP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLIPPING BGIILNPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v] 

BLOTLESS BELLOSST spotless (perfectly clean) [adj] 

BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

BLURRILY BILLRRUY BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adv] 

BLURRING BGILNRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

BOWELING BEGILNOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BOWELLED BDEELLOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BREAMING ABEGIMNR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v] 

BROOMING BGIMNOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BUFFABLE ABBEFFLU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

C 

CALDARIA AAACDILR rooms for taking hot baths [n CALDARIA] 

CHARLADY AACDHLRY cleaning woman [n -DIES] 

CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv] 

CHASTEST ACEHSSTT CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHASTITY ACHISTTY moral purity [n -TIES] 

CINNAMYL ACILMNNY chemical used to make soap [n -S] 

CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S] 

CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEARING ACEGILNR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 
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COPURIFY CFIOPRUY to become purified with another substance [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CRESYLIC CCEILRSY pertaining to cresol (chemical disinfectant) [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

D 

DAPPERER ADEEPPRR DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adj] 

DAPPERLY ADELPPRY DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adv] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEASHING ADEGHINS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEBONING BDEGINNO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBUGGED BDDEEGGU DEBUG, to remove bugs from [v] 

DEBUGGER BDEEGGRU one that debugs (to remove bugs from) [n -S] 

DEBURRED BDDEERRU DEBUR, deburr (to remove rough edges from) [v] / DEBURR, [v] 

DEEDIEST DDEEEIST DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEFATTED ADDEEFTT DEFAT, to remove fat from [v] 

DEFOAMED ADDEEFMO DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v] 

DEFOAMER ADEEFMOR one that defoams (to remove foam from) [n -S] 

DEFOGGED DDEEFGGO DEFOG, to remove fog from [v] 

DEFOGGER DEEFGGOR one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S] 

DEFOREST DEEFORST to clear of forests [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFRIEND DDEEFINR to remove ( person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFUELED DDEEEFLU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEGASSED ADDEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGASSER ADEEGRSS one that degasses (to remove gas from) [n -S] 

DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGERMED DDEEEGMR DEGERM, to remove germs from [v) 

DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEGUMMED DDEEGMMU DEGUM, to remove gum from [v] 

DEHAIRED ADDEEHIR DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELETING DEEGILNT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n -S] 

DELISTED DDEEILST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELOUSER DEELORSU one that delouses (to remove lice from) [n -S] 

DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMISTED DDEEIMST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMISTER DEEIMRST one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S] 

DEPILATE ADEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEPOLISH DEHILOPS to remove gloss or polish of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEPOSING DEGINOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPURATE ADEEPRTU to free from impurities [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESALTED ADDEELST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESALTER ADEELRST one that desalts (to remove salt from) [n -S] 
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DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESEEDER DDEEEERS one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S] 

DESILVER DEEILRSV to remove silver from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESORBED BDDEEORS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESORBER BDEEORRS one that desorbs (to remove by reverse of absorption) [n -S] 

DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DETASSEL ADEELSST to remove tassels from [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S] 

DETHATCH ACDEHHTT to remove thatch from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DETHRONE DEEHNORT to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DETICKED CDDEEIKT DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

DETICKER CDEEIKRT one that deticks (to remove ticks from) [n -S] 

DETOXIFY DEFIOTXY to remove toxin from [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DETOXING DEGINOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from [v] 

DEVEINED DDEEEINV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEWAXING ADEGINWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEWOOLED DDEELOOW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DEWORMED DDEEMORW DEWORM, to rid of worms [v] 

DEWORMER DEEMORRW one that deworms (to rid of worms) [n- S] 

DEZINCED CDDEEINZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

DISBOWEL BDEILOSW to remove intestines of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DOCUSOAP ACDOOPSU television series about activities of real people [n -S] 

DONNIKER DEIKNNOR bathroom or privy [n -S] 

DOUCHING CDGHINOU cleansing with jet of water [n -S] / DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DREDGING DDEGGINR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

E 

EFFACING ACEFFGIN EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EMPTYING EGIMNPTY EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EPILATOR AEILOPRT agent for removing hair [n -S] 

EUTAXIES AEEISTUX EUTAXY, good order [n] 

EXACTEST ACEESTTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] 

EXCIDING CDEGIINX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCISING CEGIINSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISION CEIINOSX act of excising (to remove by cutting out) [n -S] 

EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S] 

EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S] 

EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

F 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -S] 

FLEECING CEEFGILN FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLOSSING FGILNOSS act of one that flosses [n -S] / FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 
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FOOTBATH ABFHOOTT bath for feet [n -S] 

FRESHING EFGHINRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES] 

FUMIGANT AFGIMNTU substance used in fumigating [n -S] 

FUMIGATE AEFGIMTU to subject to fumes (gaseous exhalations) in order to destroy pests [v -D, -TING, -S]  

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

G 

GARGLING AGGGILNR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

GERMFREE EEEFGMRR free from germs [adj] 

GETTERED DEEEGRTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v] 

GLEAMIER AEEGILMR GLEAMY, gleaming (to shine with soft radiance) [adj] 

GLEAMING AEGGILMN GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v] 

GLOSSING GGILNOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GROOMING GGIMNOOR GROOM, to clean and care for [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

H 

HALAZONE AAEHLNOZ disinfectant for drinking water [n -S] 

HEELBALL ABEEHLLL composition used for polishing [n -S] 

HOOVERED DEEHOORV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v] 

HYGIEIST EGHIISTY hygeist (expert in hygiene) [n -S] 

HYGIENIC CEGHIINY HYGIENE, science of health [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

I 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

J 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

K 

KASHERED ADEEHKRS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KOSHERED DEEHKORS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

L 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LATHERED ADEEHLRT LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

LATHERER AEEHLRRT one that lathers (to cover with lather (light foam)) [n -S] 

LAVABOES AABELOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

LAVATION AAILNOTV acting of washing [n -S] 

LAVATORY AALORTVY room equipped with washing and toilet facilities [n -RIES] 

LUSTRATE AELRSTTU to purify ceremonially [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

M 
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MANICURE ACEIMNRU to trim and polish fingernails of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MANSCAPE AACEMNPS to trim or shave man’s body hair to enhance appearance [v -D, -PING, -S] 

MARSHALL AAHLLMRS to marshal (to put in proper order) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

MASHGIAH AAGHHIMS inspector of kosher establishments [n -ICHIM, -IHIM] 

MASSAGER AAEGMRSS one that massages (to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes) [n -S] 

MAUNDIES ADEIMNSU MAUNDY, religious ceremony of washing feet of poor [n] 

MOPBOARD ABDMOOPR board at base of wall [n -S] 

MOPPIEST EIMOPPST MOPPY, resembling mop [adj] 

MORALISE AEILMORS to moralize (to explain in moral sense) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MORALISM AILMMORS practice of moralizing [n -S] 

MORALIST AILMORST teacher of morality [n -S] 

MORALITY AILMORTY conformity to rules of right conduct [n -TIES] 

MORALIZE AEILMORZ to explain in moral sense [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

N 

NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NEATENED ADEEENNT NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEATNESS AEENNSST state of being neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [n -ES] 

NOMISTIC CIIMNOST NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

O 

ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

OUTGLEAM AEGLMOTU to surpass in gleaming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHINE EHINOSTU to shine brighter than [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S] 

OUTSWEEP EEOPSTUW to surpass in sweeping [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj] 

OVERSUDS DEORSSUV to form excessive amount of suds [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

P 

PARAFORM AAFMOPRR substance used as antiseptic [n -S] 

PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES] 

PIASSABA AAABIPSS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASSAVA AAAIPSSV coarse, stiff fiber (used for brooms) [n -S] 

PITHIEST EHIIPSTT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PLATONIC ACILNOPT purely spiritual and free from sensual desire [adj] 

POLICING CGIILNOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

POLISHER EHILOPRS one that polishes (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [n -S] 

POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

PRATIQUE AEIPQRTU clearance given ship by health authority of port [n -S] 

PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLEAR ACEELPRR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PREDRIED DDEEIPRR PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PREDRIES DEEIPRRS PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PREENING EEGINNPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PUMICING CGIIMNPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PURENESS EENPRSSU quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n -ES] 

PURIFIED DEFIIPRU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURIFIER EFIIPRRU one that purifies (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

PURIFIES EFIIPRSU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURITIES EIIPRSTU PURITY, quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

Q 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

R 

RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RAKISHLY AHIKLRSY RAKISH, dapper (looking neat and trim) [adv] 

REFILTER EEFILRRT to filter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFINERY EEFINRRY place where crude material is refined [n -S] 

REFINING EFGIINNR process of removing impurities from something [n -S] / REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REPOLISH EHILOPRS to polish again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REPURIFY EFIPRRUY to purify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REWASHED ADEEHRSW REWASH, to wash again [v] 

REWASHES AEEHRSSW REWASH, to wash again [v] 

REWAXING AEGINRWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

RIGHTING GGHIINRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

RINSABLE ABEILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

RINSIBLE BEIILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

ROUGHDRY DGHORRUY to dry without ironing, as washed clothes [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

S 

SACRARIA AAACIRRS SACRARIUM, basin used for washing communion vessels [n] / ancient Roman shrines [n SACRARIA] 

SANDSOAP AADNOPSS type of soap [n -S] 

SANITARY AAINRSTY public urinal [n -RIES] 

SANITATE AAEINSTT to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SANITISE AEIINSST to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SANITIZE AEIINSTZ to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SAPONIFY AFINOPSY to convert into soap [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SAPONINE AEINNOPS saponin (soapy substance obtained from plants) [n -S] 

SAUNAING AAGINNSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S] / SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 

SCRAPING ACGINPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRUBBED BBCDERSU SCRUB, to rub hard in order to clean [v] 

SCRUBBER BBCERRSU one that scrubs (to rub hard in order to clean) [n -S] 
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SCULCHES CCEHLSSU SCULCH, clean trash [n] 

SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES] 

SCUMLESS CELMSSSU having no scum(impure or extraneous matter) [adj] 

SCUMLIKE CEIKLMSU resembling scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adj] 

SCUMMIER CEIMMRSU SCUMMY, covered with scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adj] 

SCUMMILY CILMMSUY SCUMMY, covered with scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adv] 

SCUMMING CGIMMNSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SETTLING EGILNSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SEWERING EEGINRSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

SHEENFUL EEFHLNSU shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

SHEENIER EEEHINRS SHEENY, shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

SHEENING EEGHINNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHOWERER EEHORRSW one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S] 

SHUCKING CGHIKNSU act of one that shucks [n -S] / SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 

SIMONIZE EIIMNOSZ to polish with wax [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S] / SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SLABBING ABBGILNS act of removing slabs from log [n -S] / SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v] 

SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SMOOTHIE EHIMOOST person with polished manners [n -S] 

SOAPBARK AABKOPRS tropical tree [n -S] 

SOAPIEST AEIOPSST SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPLESS AELOPSSS having no soap [adj] 

SOAPLIKE AEIKLOPS resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n -S] 

SOAPWORT AOOPRSTW perennial herb [n -S] 

SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj] 

SPRUCELY CELPRSUY SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adv] 

SPRUCEST CEPRSSTU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRUCIER CEIPRRSU SPRUCY, spruce (neat and trim in appearance) [adj] 

SPUDDING DDGINPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 

SQUEEGEE EEEEGQSU to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUILGEE EEGILQSU to squeegee (to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface)) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -TI, -S] 

STEMMING EGIMMNST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v] 

STRIPPED DEIPPRST STRIP, to remove outer covering from [v] 

STRIPPER EIPPRRST one that strips (to remove outer covering from) [n -S] 

SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST] 

SUDARIES ADEIRSSU SUDARY, sudarium (cloth for wiping face) [n] 

SUDARIUM ADIMRSUU cloth for wiping face [n -IA] 

SUDATORY ADORSTUY hot-air bath for inducing sweating [n -RIES] 

SUDSLESS DELSSSSU having no suds [adj] 

SWABBING ABBGINSW SWAB, to clean with large mop [v] 

SWEEPING EEGINPSW act of one that sweeps [n -S] / SWEEP, to clear or clean with brush or broom [v] 

SWOBBING BBGINOSW SWOB, to swab (to clean with large mop) [v] 
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T 

TIDINESS DEIINSST state of being tidy (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TOILETED DEEILOTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOILETRY EILORTTY article used in dressing and grooming oneself [n -RIES] 

TOILETTE EEILOTTT act of dressing and grooming oneself [n -S] 

TOWELING EGILNOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TOWELLED DEELLOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TRIGGEST EGGIRSTT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] 

TRIGNESS EGINRSST quality or state of being trig [n -ES] 

TRIMMEST EIMMRSTT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] 

TRIMMING GIIMMNRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

TRIMNESS EIMNRSST state of being trim (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj] 

TWEENIES EEEINSTW TWEENY, housemaid [n] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 8s 

U 

UNCAPPED ACDENPPU UNCAP, to remove cap from [v] 

UNFRIEND DEFINNRU to defriend (to remove ( person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNHAIRED ADEHINRU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHAIRER AEHINRRU one that unhairs (to remove hair from) [n -S] 

UNHUSKED DEHKNSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v] 

UNINSTAL AILNNSTU to remove file or application from computer [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNLADING ADGILNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLEADED ADDEELNU to remove lead from [v] 

UNLOADED ADDELNOU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNLOADER ADELNORU one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n -S] 

UNMASKED ADEKMNSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S] 

UNMOLDED DDELMNOU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v] 

UNMOULDS DLMNOSUU UNMOULD, to unmold (to remove from mold) [v] 

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNPACKED ACDEKNPU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v] 

UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

UNPEOPLE EELNOPPU to remove people from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPICKED CDEIKNPU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNPUCKER CEKNPRUU to remove wrinkles from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSTITCH CHINSTTU to remove stitches from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNTACKED ACDEKNTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 

UNTHREAD ADEHNRTU to remove thread from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTHRONE EHNNORTU to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

UNVEILED DEEILNUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 
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Not So Dirty Words
Bingos dealing with ALL MEANINGS OF CLEAN 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

VACUUMED ACDEMUUV VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VESTALLY AELLSTVY chastely (morally pure) [adv] 

VICELESS CEEILSSV having no immoral habits [adj] 
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WASHABLE AABEHLSW something that can be washed without damage [n -S] 

WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S] 

WHITIEST EHIISTTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WILLOWED DEILLOWW WILLOW, to clean textile fibers with certain machine [v] 

WILLOWER EILLORWW one that willows (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [n -S] 

WILLYING GIILLNWY WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WIPEABLE ABEEILPW WIPE, to rub lightly in order to clean or dry [adj] 
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	ABLATING AABGILNT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v]
	ABLUTION ABILNOTU washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n -s]
	ABSTERGE ABEEGRST to cleanse by wiping [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ALLEGORY AEGLLORY story presenting moral principle [n -RIES]
	APOLOGAL AAGLLOOP pertaining to apologue (allegory (story presenting moral principle)) [adj]
	APOLOGUE AEGLOOPU allegory (story presenting moral principle) [n -S]
	ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	B
	BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	BATHINGS ABGHINST BATHING, act of one that bathes [n]
	BATHROOM ABHMOORT room in which to bathe [n -S]
	BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S]
	BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj]
	BLANKING ABGIKLNN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v]
	BLEEPING BEEGILNP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v]
	BLIPPING BGIILNPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v]
	BLOTLESS BELLOSST spotless (perfectly clean) [adj]
	BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj]
	BLURRILY BILLRRUY BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adv]
	BLURRING BGILNRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v]
	BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES]
	BOWELING BEGILNOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v]
	BOWELLED BDEELLOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v]
	BREAMING ABEGIMNR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v]
	BROOMING BGIMNOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v]
	BUFFABLE ABBEFFLU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	C
	CALDARIA AAACDILR rooms for taking hot baths [n CALDARIA]
	CHARLADY AACDHLRY cleaning woman [n -DIES]
	CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv]
	CHASTEST ACEHSSTT CHASTE, morally pure [adj]
	CHASTITY ACHISTTY moral purity [n -TIES]
	CINNAMYL ACILMNNY chemical used to make soap [n -S]
	CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj]
	CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v]
	CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj]
	CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S]
	CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S]
	CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj]
	CLEARING ACEGILNR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v]
	CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S]
	CRESYLIC CCEILRSY pertaining to cresol (chemical disinfectant) [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	D
	DAPPERER ADEEPPRR DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adj]
	DAPPERLY ADELPPRY DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adv]
	DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v]
	DEASHING ADEGHINS DEASH, to remove ash from [v]
	DEBONING BDEGINNO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v]
	DEBUGGED BDDEEGGU DEBUG, to remove bugs from [v]
	DEBUGGER BDEEGGRU one that debugs (to remove bugs from) [n -S]
	DEBURRED BDDEERRU DEBUR, deburr (to remove rough edges from) [v] / DEBURR, [v]
	DEEDIEST DDEEEIST DEEDY, industrious [adj]
	DEFATTED ADDEEFTT DEFAT, to remove fat from [v]
	DEFOAMED ADDEEFMO DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v]
	DEFOAMER ADEEFMOR one that defoams (to remove foam from) [n -S]
	DEFOGGED DDEEFGGO DEFOG, to remove fog from [v]
	DEFOGGER DEEFGGOR one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S]
	DEFOREST DEEFORST to clear of forests [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFRIEND DDEEFINR to remove ( person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFUELED DDEEEFLU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v]
	DEGASSED ADDEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v]
	DEGASSER ADEEGRSS one that degasses (to remove gas from) [n -S]
	DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v]
	DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEGERMED DDEEEGMR DEGERM, to remove germs from [v)
	DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DEHAIRED ADDEEHIR DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v]
	DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v]
	DELETING DEEGILNT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n -S]
	DELISTED DDEEILST DELIST, to remove from list [v]
	DELOUSER DEELORSU one that delouses (to remove lice from) [n -S]
	DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEMISTED DDEEIMST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v]
	DEMISTER DEEIMRST one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S]
	DEPILATE ADEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DEPOLISH DEHILOPS to remove gloss or polish of [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DEPOSING DEGINOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v]
	DEPURATE ADEEPRTU to free from impurities [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DESALTED ADDEELST DESALT, to remove salt from [v]
	DESALTER ADEELRST one that desalts (to remove salt from) [n -S]
	DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v]
	DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v]
	DESEEDER DDEEEERS one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S]
	DESILVER DEEILRSV to remove silver from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESORBED BDDEEORS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v]
	DESORBER BDEEORRS one that desorbs (to remove by reverse of absorption) [n -S]
	DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S]
	DETASSEL ADEELSST to remove tassels from [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S]
	DETHATCH ACDEHHTT to remove thatch from [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DETHRONE DEEHNORT to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S]
	DETICKER CDEEIKRT one that deticks (to remove ticks from) [n -S]
	DEWORMER DEEMORRW one that deworms (to rid of worms) [n- S]
	DEZINCED CDDEEINZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v]
	DISBOWEL BDEILOSW to remove intestines of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	DOCUSOAP ACDOOPSU television series about activities of real people [n -S]
	DONNIKER DEIKNNOR bathroom or privy [n -S]
	DOUCHING CDGHINOU cleansing with jet of water [n -S] / DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v]
	DREDGING DDEGGINR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj]
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	E
	EFFACING ACEFFGIN EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v]
	EMPTYING EGIMNPTY EMPTY, to remove contents of [v]
	EUTAXIES AEEISTUX EUTAXY, good order [n]
	EXACTEST ACEESTTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj]
	EXCIDING CDEGIINX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v]
	EXCISING CEGIINSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v]
	EXCISION CEIINOSX act of excising (to remove by cutting out) [n -S]
	EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S]
	EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S]
	EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	F
	FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -S]
	FLEECING CEEFGILN FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v]
	FLOSSING FGILNOSS act of one that flosses [n -S] / FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v]
	FOOTBATH ABFHOOTT bath for feet [n -S]
	FRESHING EFGHINRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v]
	FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES]
	FUMIGANT AFGIMNTU substance used in fumigating [n -S]
	FUMIGATE AEFGIMTU to subject to fumes (gaseous exhalations) in order to destroy pests [v -D, -TING, -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	G
	GARGLING AGGGILNR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v]
	GERMFREE EEEFGMRR free from germs [adj]
	GETTERED DEEEGRTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v]
	GLEAMING AEGGILMN GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v]
	GLOSSING GGILNOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v]
	GROOMING GGIMNOOR GROOM, to clean and care for [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	H
	HALAZONE AAEHLNOZ disinfectant for drinking water [n -S]
	HEELBALL ABEEHLLL composition used for polishing [n -S]
	HOOVERED DEEHOORV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v]
	HYGIEIST EGHIISTY hygeist (expert in hygiene) [n -S]
	HYGIENIC CEGHIINY HYGIENE, science of health [adj]
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	I
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	KASHERED ADEEHKRS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v]
	KOSHERED DEEHKORS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES]
	LAVABOES AABELOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n]
	LAVATION AAILNOTV acting of washing [n -S]
	LAVATORY AALORTVY room equipped with washing and toilet facilities [n -RIES]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	M
	MANICURE ACEIMNRU to trim and polish fingernails of [v -D, -RING, -S]
	MARSHALL AAHLLMRS to marshal (to put in proper order) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	MASHGIAH AAGHHIMS inspector of kosher establishments [n -ICHIM, -IHIM]
	MASSAGER AAEGMRSS one that massages (to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes) [n -S]
	MAUNDIES ADEIMNSU MAUNDY, religious ceremony of washing feet of poor [n]
	MOPBOARD ABDMOOPR board at base of wall [n -S]
	MOPPIEST EIMOPPST MOPPY, resembling mop [adj]
	MORALISE AEILMORS to moralize (to explain in moral sense) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	MORALISM AILMMORS practice of moralizing [n -S]
	MORALIST AILMORST teacher of morality [n -S]
	MORALITY AILMORTY conformity to rules of right conduct [n -TIES]
	MORALIZE AEILMORZ to explain in moral sense [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	N
	NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj]
	NEATENED ADEEENNT NEATEN, to make neat [v]
	NEATNESS AEENNSST state of being neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [n -ES]
	NOMISTIC CIIMNOST NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	O
	ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v]
	OUTSHINE EHINOSTU to shine brighter than [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S]
	OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	PARAFORM AAFMOPRR substance used as antiseptic [n -S]
	PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES]
	PITHIEST EHIIPSTT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj]
	PLATONIC ACILNOPT purely spiritual and free from sensual desire [adj]
	POLICING CGIILNOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v]
	POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v]
	POLISHER EHILOPRS one that polishes (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [n -S]
	POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v]
	PRATIQUE AEIPQRTU clearance given ship by health authority of port [n -S]
	PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PREENING EEGINNPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v]
	PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S]
	PUMICING CGIIMNPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v]
	PURENESS EENPRSSU quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n -ES]
	PURITIES EIIPRSTU PURITY, quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n]
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	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	RAKISHLY AHIKLRSY RAKISH, dapper (looking neat and trim) [adv]
	REPOLISH EHILOPRS to polish again [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	REWASHED ADEEHRSW REWASH, to wash again [v]
	REWASHES AEEHRSSW REWASH, to wash again [v]
	RIGHTING GGHIINRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v]
	RINSABLE ABEILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj]
	RINSIBLE BEIILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj]
	ROUGHDRY DGHORRUY to dry without ironing, as washed clothes [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	SACRARIA AAACIRRS SACRARIUM, basin used for washing communion vessels [n] / ancient Roman shrines [n SACRARIA]
	SANDSOAP AADNOPSS type of soap [n -S]
	SANITARY AAINRSTY public urinal [n -RIES]
	SANITATE AAEINSTT to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SANITISE AEIINSST to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	SANITIZE AEIINSTZ to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	SAPONIFY AFINOPSY to convert into soap [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	SAPONINE AEINNOPS saponin (soapy substance obtained from plants) [n -S]
	SAUNAING AAGINNSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v]
	SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S] / SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v]
	SCRAPING ACGINPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v]
	SCRUBBED BBCDERSU SCRUB, to rub hard in order to clean [v]
	SCRUBBER BBCERRSU one that scrubs (to rub hard in order to clean) [n -S]
	SCULCHES CCEHLSSU SCULCH, clean trash [n]
	SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES]
	SCUMMILY CILMMSUY SCUMMY, covered with scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adv]
	SCUMMING CGIMMNSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v]
	SETTLING EGILNSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v]
	SEWERING EEGINRSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v]
	SHEENFUL EEFHLNSU shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj]
	SHEENIER EEEHINRS SHEENY, shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj]
	SHEENING EEGHINNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v]
	SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v]
	SHOWERER EEHORRSW one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S]
	SHUCKING CGHIKNSU act of one that shucks [n -S] / SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v]
	SIMONIZE EIIMNOSZ to polish with wax [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S] / SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v]
	SLABBING ABBGILNS act of removing slabs from log [n -S] / SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v]
	SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v]
	SMOOTHIE EHIMOOST person with polished manners [n -S]
	SOAPBARK AABKOPRS tropical tree [n -S]
	SOAPIEST AEIOPSST SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj]
	SOAPLIKE AEIKLOPS resembling soap [adj]
	SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n -S]
	SOAPWORT AOOPRSTW perennial herb [n -S]
	SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v]
	SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj]
	SPRUCELY CELPRSUY SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adv]
	SPRUCEST CEPRSSTU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj]
	SPRUCIER CEIPRRSU SPRUCY, spruce (neat and trim in appearance) [adj]
	SPUDDING DDGINPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v]
	SQUEEGEE EEEEGQSU to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface) [v -D, -ING, -S]
	SQUILGEE EEGILQSU to squeegee (to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface)) [v -D, -ING, -S]
	STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -TI, -S]
	STEMMING EGIMMNST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v]
	STRIPPED DEIPPRST STRIP, to remove outer covering from [v]
	STRIPPER EIPPRRST one that strips (to remove outer covering from) [n -S]
	SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST]
	SUDATORY ADORSTUY hot-air bath for inducing sweating [n -RIES]
	SWABBING ABBGINSW SWAB, to clean with large mop [v]
	SWEEPING EEGINPSW act of one that sweeps [n -S] / SWEEP, to clear or clean with brush or broom [v]
	SWOBBING BBGINOSW SWOB, to swab (to clean with large mop) [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	T
	TIDINESS DEIINSST state of being tidy (neat and orderly) [n -ES]
	TOILETED DEEILOTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v]
	TOILETRY EILORTTY article used in dressing and grooming oneself [n -RIES]
	TOILETTE EEILOTTT act of dressing and grooming oneself [n -S]
	TOWELING EGILNOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v]
	TOWELLED DEELLOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v]
	TRIGGEST EGGIRSTT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj]
	TRIMMEST EIMMRSTT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj]
	TRIMNESS EIMNRSST state of being trim (neat and orderly) [n -ES]
	TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj]
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	U
	UNCAPPED ACDENPPU UNCAP, to remove cap from [v]
	UNFRIEND DEFINNRU to defriend (to remove ( person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNHAIRED ADEHINRU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v]
	UNHAIRER AEHINRRU one that unhairs (to remove hair from) [n -S]
	UNHUSKED DEHKNSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v]
	UNINSTAL AILNNSTU to remove file or application from computer [v -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	UNLADING ADGILNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v]
	UNLEADED ADDEELNU to remove lead from [v]
	UNLOADED ADDELNOU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v]
	UNLOADER ADELNORU one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n -S]
	UNMASKED ADEKMNSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v]
	UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S]
	UNMOLDED DDELMNOU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v]
	UNMOULDS DLMNOSUU UNMOULD, to unmold (to remove from mold) [v]
	UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v]
	UNPACKED ACDEKNPU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v]
	UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S]
	UNPEOPLE EELNOPPU to remove people from [v -D, -LING, -S]
	UNPICKED CDEIKNPU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v]
	UNPUCKER CEKNPRUU to remove wrinkles from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v]
	UNSTITCH CHINSTTU to remove stitches from [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	UNTACKED ACDEKNTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v]
	UNTHREAD ADEHNRTU to remove thread from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNTHRONE EHNNORTU to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S]
	UNVEILED DEEILNUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	VACUUMED ACDEMUUV VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v]
	VESTALLY AELLSTVY chastely (morally pure) [adv]
	VICELESS CEEILSSV having no immoral habits [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 8s
	WASHABLE AABEHLSW something that can be washed without damage [n -S]
	WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S]
	WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S]
	WILLOWED DEILLOWW WILLOW, to clean textile fibers with certain machine [v]
	WILLOWER EILLORWW one that willows (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [n -S]
	WILLYING GIILLNWY WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v]
	WIPEABLE ABEEILPW WIPE, to rub lightly in order to clean or dry [adj]
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